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Stirring up the flame  

ROWING UP IN a National Coal Board household, I got used to the 
large fire blazing in the living room, in both winter and summer. 

Ignorant of household budgets, I could never understand why other 
people’s fires were always so much smaller than ours.  

Fire was a necessary and welcome part of our lives – it kept us warm, heated our 

bathwater and produced toast on cold winter evenings.  And it added to our 
enjoyment on special occasions – telling stories around a camp-fire or standing in 

front of the fire on bonfire night with roast chestnuts and sparklers.  

But as I was writing this article, the BBC news reminded me of the terrible fire at 

Grenfell House two years ago, and I was reminded that fire can be uncontrollable and 
must be used with care. 

In the Bible, fire was a sign of God’s presence, We can read how Moses saw a bush 
that was on fire, yet did not burn up. He drew closer to investigate, and heard God’s 

voice. “Take off your shoes, for the place where you are standing is holy ground.” 

At the beginning of June, we celebrated the Feast of Pentecost, when the Apostles 

received the gift of the Holy Spirit and tongues of fire were seen to alight on their 
heads. As a result of this gift, they found the confidence to proclaim their faith to 

those around them, and by their testimony, attracted new believers for Christ. 

How much things had changed! After the crucifixion and death of Jesus, two disciples 

were walking away from Jerusalem towards Emmaus, their hearts heavy with grief. 
Suddenly Jesus himself came, walking alongside them, asking questions and talking to 
them, but it was only after they’d invited Him to share a meal that they recognised 

Him in the breaking of bread and were able to say, “Were not our hearts burning 
within us while He was talking to us on the road, while He was opening the 

scriptures to us?”  

We too recognise Jesus in the breaking of bread. By the power of the Holy Spirit, 

bread and wine become the body and blood of Christ, and in Holy Communion, we 
receive these gifts in order to live out our lives in faithful witness to Him.  

As Christians, His story has empowered our own stories, and God has given us His 
Holy Spirit, enabling us to share our stories and to be as Christ to others, in 

everything we say and everything we do. 

Writing to the Apostle Timothy, St Paul said, “May I remind you to stir up the fire 

that is within you.” Paul’s words are as meaningful for us today as they were then.   

May the Holy Spirit stir up the flame of God’s love in us, that we may set the world 

alight with love for him. 

Deacon Jennifer 

  

G 
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Partners of Prestbury Churches 

You may not realise that the turnover of the North Cheltenham Team Ministry is now the 

best part of half a million pounds a year as running costs and repair and maintenance costs 

are added together. Within that figure, as a benefice we will pay this year £204,089 in what 

is called the Parish Share, the third highest amount in the Diocese of Gloucester. This is 

our contribution to the Diocese for our clergy and towards the running of the Diocese. 

The pressure is usually on to live within our means and not go into reserves as many 

parishes are being forced to do at this time. To help with this, in May we introduced a new 

‘Partners of Prestbury Churches’ scheme. You may be used to seeing around the perimeter 

of football, rugby and cricket grounds on advertising boards, words such as ‘Whizzy 

Computer Solutions – Proud to be a Partner of Bristol City Football Club’, or ‘Rosy Apple 

Cider – Proud to support Gloucester Rugby’ or similar. It seemed to me that in the same 

way we could invite local businesses to become Partners of St Mary’s and St Nicolas’ 

Churches and invite them to contribute some £250 – £500 per annum. In return, we 

commit to displaying their corporate logos at Church, mentioning them in our literature 

and publicity and on our website, inviting them to services, and so on. It is an easy and 

uncomplicated way for local businesses to become involved in Church life. It is also pastoral 

outreach to the business owners and their employees. As I write this article in mid June, I 

am delighted to tell you that the response has been fantastic and we now have 11 Partners 

of Prestbury Churches on board, all local business people, and the income from this is 

already some £4,250 per annum. Please see Fr Nick if you would like to be involved or 

know more? 

Fr Nick 

 

 

 

 

Campfire 

Some of the most influential parts of my Christian formation happened around campfire. 

For twenty-three years I have been going to Camp Alexander Mack in Milford, Indiana in 

some shape or form. (For reference, I am twenty-two years old.) Named in honor of one of 

the foremost early leaders of the Church of the Brethren, a small denomination rooted in 

Anabaptist and Pietist thought that emerged in early-eighteenth century German and 

emigrated to what became the United States in which I was raised, Camp Mack has been 

the location for several key events in my family and my life. My maternal grandparents and 

parents both met there while studying at nearby Manchester College (now Manchester 

University), my mother grew up just across Lake Wabee from the camp, her father is 

buried nearby, and my grandmother married her second husband there. Perhaps most 

importantly, my siblings and I were all baptized there in the lake. 
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Growing up as a camper I learned songs both silly and sacred to sing around the campfire, 

and when I grew older came to be tasked with leading them and passing them on to the 

next generation. It’s not Evensong but is still a deep experience of worship through song, 

prayer, and scripture. Some of my most vivid memories, including the first times I 

considered baptism, happened around a Camp Mack campfire. While reading Bible stories 

with my parents before bed, attending church and Sunday School, and eventually exploring 

my faith on my own were all vital in my walk with Christ, Camp Mack campfires were some 

of the most powerful experiences along that walk. 

This summer I have the chance to share that experience with campers not just at Camp 

Mack, but at Brethren camps across the United States. I was selected as this year’s Youth 

Peace Advocate for the Church of the Brethren. This position is sponsored by five different 

organizations within or affiliated with the COB: the Office of Youth and Young Adult 

Ministries, the Office of Peacebuilding and Policy which witnesses to the denomination’s 

positions and values in Washington DC, Bethany Theological Seminary, the Outdoor 

Ministry Association, and On Earth Peace, an organization that facilitates, promotes, and 

advocates for peacebuilding across the nation and the world.  

I am spending each week this summer at a different Brethren camp teaching campers about 

the scriptural foundations of peacemaking, especially as modeled in the life and teachings of 

Jesus, and helping them learn to be peacebuilders in their own lives and communities. 

Traditionally there is a four-person Youth Peace Travel Team, but in recent years there 

have not been as many applications and so starting last year there has been a single Youth 

Peace Advocate. I have applied for this position every summer but one during my time at 

university as I’ve wanted to do it since the Youth Peace Travel Team visited Camp Mack 

when I was in elementary (primary) school, and am excited finally to be able to do it. 

As I am writing this I have just finished my first week with the Senior High (15-18 years old) 

camp of Camp Colorado, and am preparing for a week with two different camps of 3-5th 

graders (9-11) and 6-8th graders (12-14) at Camp Blue Diamond in Pennsylvania. Next 

week I’ll be at Camp Brethren Woods in Virginia, and over the rest of the summer will be 

visiting Camp Ithiel in Florida, Camp Brethren Heights in Michigan, Camp Emmaus in Illinois, 

and Camp Pine Lake in Iowa as well as spending a week home at Camp Mack. I look 

forward to many more campfires this summer and beyond. 

Nolan McBride 

 

 

Nolan McBride is a recent graduate of Manchester University in North Manchester, Indiana (not to be 

confused with the University of Manchester in Manchester, England) and spent the 2017-2018 school year 

studying abroad at the University of Gloucester. During this time, he worshiped with the St Mary’s and 

St Nicolas’ communities, and was confirmed at Gloucester Cathedral. He hopes to return to Prestbury 

sometime soon. If you would like to follow his adventures this summer you can follow the Youth Peace 

Travel Team on Facebook and other social media, as well as read his blog at brethren.org. 
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Bus catches fire, passengers alight! 

Heading from airport to seaport in a rather tired old bus we and our fellow passengers 

were looking forward to boarding the good ship Costa Classica for a Caribbean cruise. We 

had used the cruise line several times before but since Captain Francesco Schettino took 

more interest in a pretty girl than his navigation of the Concordia we have put Costa on 

hold. 

The bus we were in had seen better days that is for sure. Our village buses would have 

beaten it hands down for both comfort and speed but we were on a package and it was 

better than walking, or was it? The day was extremely hot and the sun shone relentlessly 

from a cloudless Florida sky. How we longed for the cool breezes of the ocean as the 

sweat trickled down the faces of Pam, myself and the other thirty-four passengers in this 

thirty-two seater bone-shaker of a bus. The road between airport and seaport, for those 

unfamiliar with it, is a busy five lane freeway and the hill that is about halfway between one 

and the other is a steep one. Our bus began to struggle. 

All side windows were fixed and unopenable but in the roof immediately above my head 

was a half-open sliding panel. A sun-roof in fact. This allowed a good draught of air which 

helped cool the passengers seated in the back half of the bus but was of no use to those 

further forward. At slow speeds it was no use to anyone. As our conveyance fought its way 

up this hill we began to slow-roast. Thirty-four Costa embarkation forms were put to good 

use as everyone began to fan themselves with vigour, longing for the bus to reach the top 

of the hill so that it could coast down the other side and suck in vital air supplies. 

This old bus did once have air-conditioning built into its system but it was a long time since 

it had seen any action. Repair was obviously not a priority. Now I have to admit that 

wherever I happen to be, whether in the kitchen, around the TV set or in close proximity 

to my wife when ironing my shirts, the smell of burning has always caused me concern. I 

was concerned now and so were all our travelling companions. Those who were not 

concerned were frightened, some of them very frightened. Give the bus its due, it made the 

hill but when it reached the top fumes of black smoke billowed from the engine and the 

vehicle ground to a halt. In the middle lane of the five available this was not good news. 

Burning rubber was never one of my favourite smells and it was this far from pleasant 

aroma that began to filter its way into the bus. The Latin-American bus driver, an excitable 

man who could speak only in his native tongue of Portuguese and could not understand 

English, began to wave his arms about. We assumed he was swearing. 

A Canadian who was obviously used to taking charge when an emergency occurred rose to 

his feet, told everyone to keep calm and demanded of the driver that he let us out. I began 

to wonder which option would be best (a) to be burned alive or (b) to be mown down by 

the fast moving traffic that was using the two lanes either side of us. The choice was 

decided for me when it was discovered that the electrics had fused. The doors would not 

open and the sliding panel above my head would slide neither one way nor the other. We 

were in big trouble. What is more, that opening I was sure would create a draught that 

would induce the flames that may well be licking around our feet to leap to greater height. 

It was, indeed, a tricky situation, instinct took over from fear. I realised that with all the 

activity going on outside there must be photo opportunities galore, something that was 

confirmed by the constant screeching of rubber on a hard surface. Oncoming traffic was 
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unable to see our bus until they almost breasted the hill. If they happened to be in our lane 

then avoiding action had to be taken quickly. 

Telling Pam to stop worrying and that what I was about to do may well, if we survived, pay 

for the holiday I climbed onto my seat. Could I or could I not squeeze my head and 

shoulders through the narrow aperture in the sun-roof? Planting my feet on the headrest of 

my seat, I found that it was possible but I had to make sure I was facing Miami and not Fort 

Lauderdale as all the commotion was taking place behind us. Once wedged into the sun-

roof there would be no way I could turn around. First thing through the hole was my 

camera, followed by elbows, head and then me, that is to say from waist-level upwards. The 

rest of me was obliged to stay with my wife. I could not believe what I saw. 

It was like a James Bond movie. Luckily the black smoke pouring from the engine was 

drifting away from me and I had a clear view and what a view it was! Five lanes of Buicks, 

Cadillacs and trucks all coming towards our bus. I wondered what sort of view they had. 

Those with good eyesight would have seen what looked like a man standing in the middle of 

the freeway. As they drew closer and neared the top of the hill they would have seen him 

not standing in the road but poking out through the roof of a burning bus. Is it any wonder 

they jammed on their brakes at the last minute and performed amazing “wheelies”.  Equally 

amazing was the fact that no cars collided. The scene was bizarre with cars that had come 

to a halt facing in all directions. As a great ten-wheeled trans-continental truck with its 

exhaust pointing skywards thundered past I gazed in wonder as it ploughed between 

stationary cars. “What” I thought to myself “if one of those things was in our lane with its 

driver reading the paper? It would cannon straight into the back of our bus and, with the 

position I had foolishly adopted I would find myself chopped in half.” Not liking the idea one 

little bit I wriggled back down into my seat to the relief of my wife who was pleased to have 

my top half for company rather than the bottom bit! 

By now it was stiflingly hot inside the bus, not helped by the fact that I had been blocking 

the only means of ventilation. Half-an-hour had gone by and the fire had not spread. We 

remembered it was Sunday and it was lunchtime. Did US traffic cops operate on Sundays 

and, if so, did they break for lunch? Another ten minutes went by and the thought of the 

ship sailing without us seemed secondary to that of being made into mincemeat by a truck 

or barbequed at the hands of a driver who was a dead-ringer Manuel of Fawlty Towers 

fame. 

Suddenly the screeching of tyres on tarmac that we had become accustomed to was 

replaced by the welcome sound of police sirens. The cavalry had arrived. Cones were 

placed around the bus, the fire had all but gone out and the doors forced open with 

crowbars. What is more, a replacement bus appeared on the horizon. Transferring from 

the ancient bus into this new, resplendent one with its excellent air-conditioning and sound 

engine was anything but straightforward. Passengers were obliged to keep in single file and 

hug the sides of the vehicles. It was not unlike walking the narrow ledge between windows 

at the top of a skyscraper as we so often see on cinema screens. Traffic was still whizzing 

past. The Americans do not seem nearly so anxious to close roads when there is “an 

incident” as we do over here. Leaving the excitable driver and his wreck of a bus with the 

dozens of police who had now arrived at the scene we drifted off in cool comfort and soon 

arrived in the dock area of Fort Lauderdale. 
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Gliding smoothly along the quayside past dozens of towering cruise-ships we drew up 

alongside Costa Classica. Keen to board the ship and flop onto the beds in our cabin we 

found ourselves unable to do so. That is to say, not until we had posed for the obligatory 

silly photographs on the gangplank with our heads poking through the hole in a lifebelt on 

which was written in large, bold letters “WELCOME ABOARD”. The fixed grins of the two 

girls holding this life-saver were complemented by our own grimaces of discomfort. We 

were fortunate to have been close to the front of the long queue of tired travellers waiting 

to go through this inherent ritual. Seconds after the posing of the last in the queue, the 

gangplank was hauled aboard. 

With understandable relief we sailed away into the sunset clutching most welcome pina-

coladas that were served with the compliments of the Captain, a man who obviously had 

more thought for his passengers than Captain Schettino of Costa Concordia fame. 

Bernard Parkin 

 

 

 

 

Alister Bathgate 1923-2019 

Fiona and Brian Hall would like to thank all friends for their kind words and messages of 

sympathy following the death of Alister in May.  He was well respected and described by 

many as a ‘true gentleman’. 

Alister was born in Lochee, Dundee on 11 November 1923 where his father was a clerk 

with the LNER. After the birth of his sister Maisie, the family moved to Cupar in Fife where 

Alister went to school and obtained his first job as a civilian with Fife Police. He was called 

up to the Royal Marines and served in Egypt and Italy as well as home postings in St Ives 

and Hampshire. He was already qualified as a radio operator, so it was no surprise to be 

recruited by GCHQ to serve at their local outpost at Hawklaw. There he met Betty who 

had served in the war with the WAAF attached to the ‘Y’ Service and they married in 1951.  

The family moved around the UK with postings to Taunton, Brora, Cheltenham and finally 

back to Cupar where he was OIC. Alister retired there in 1983 and after Betty’s sudden 

death in 1995 he moved to Cheltenham to be nearer the family.  He was an Elder at Cupar 

and whilst in Cheltenham in the 60’s he joined St Andrew’s.  Latterly at Prestbury, he was 

an Elder of the United Reformed Church and served as Church Secretary for a time. 

Fiona and Brian Hall 
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Just look into a flame 

Following the readings for Pentecost I have been trying to grasp the immensity of such an 

awe inspiring reality.  We are told onlookers were confused and amazed, which to or ears 

seems to be an understatement.   Yes, there must have been some collective memory of 

The Lord’s Rising and His Ascension, and there may have been some expectations, but 

Pentecost brought moving flame in amongst them, there must have been apprehension at 

least. 

Many there may have been familiar with Abraham’s Old Testament experience at the 

burning bush. Centuries later some of us will have seen MGM’s depiction of the 

commandments being burned into stone - only special effects, but the impact has stayed 

with me for over 50 years, along with a strong sense of my parents’ disquiet that such a film 

had even been made.  Of course man has always depended on fire for warmth and light, but 

in spite of progress we are still helpless in the face of say peat fires smouldering unseen to 

decimate centuries old moorland.  Then as now, out of control fire was something to be 

wary of. 

So people were unsure, but was there also a sense of wonderment at the precision of this 

unexplained flame hovering and pausing over each disciple in turn?   Did their demeanour, 

their trust and calm,  transmit and reassure the crowd at all? 

Then the speaking in tongues, shared by all but so individual.  What an unassailable tool 

against misunderstanding, misquotes and doubt, but bestowed only to those present.   The 

rest of us quite rightly are to make the choice to find answers (and listen properly) for 

ourselves.   The English language is expressive and so word-rich, but we still manage to 

disempower so much of our vocabulary.  Every football match is “epic”, a flat sponge cake 

is “devastating”.  Really?   Sorry,  I’ve gone off piste here, feel free to turn the page. 

We were not there to hear, or see with our own eyes, but it doesn’t make any difference.  

Scientific argument, even if “proof” were available, for me could only cancel the concept of 

faith as belief in the unprovable.  I would rather depend on trusting in a greater power than 

my tiny mind can hope to explain.   And He said not to worry.   

Gazing into my log fire, or in the summer maybe just a perfect candle flame,  is 

mesmerising, and encourages contemplation, and for me is a warm presence.  I might learn 

something. 

Anya Jary 
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FIRE, FIRE 

As an adolescent, I remember studying a green anthology called Twelve Poems Considered by 

L.E.W. Smith which had a dull photograph of bracken on the front cover. The poem chosen 

one week was Sonnet 73 by William Shakespeare and it was all about ageing. 

 

I wonder how much we gained from the sonnet and its meditations on mortality but I did 

find some lines unforgettable and, now aged nearer 73 myself, I find the quatrain about the 

fire dying on its own embers coming back to me: 

In me thou seest the glowing of such fire, 

That on the ashes of his youth doth lie, 

As the deathbed, whereon it must expire, 

Consumed with that which it was nourished by. 

Sulphur Springs geothermal area near Soufrière, Saint Lucia 
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There have been numerous reminders recently of the destructive and deadly forces of fire: 

Notre Dame in flames, the Ocado warehouse on fire, the tragedies of Grenfell Tower 

burning and before that the conflagration at Windsor Castle. What one item would you 

take from your house if it were burning and why? Laptop? Family photographs? Passport? 

Wallet? Mobile phone? It’s a standard essay and interview question. 

Perhaps I have been conditioned by numerous fire practices at school but I tend to read 

those In Case of Fire notices in guest houses and hotels and work out the escape route as a 

precaution, particularly since I can be very drowsy when roused from sleep. I’m three out 

of the seven dwarfs when I wake up: Sleepy, Dopey and Grumpy. Since seeing the aftermath 

of devastation caused by fires on the Greek island of Samos and, if staying by the sea, I also 

tend to visualise the most direct route into the water in case of fire at night.  

We have taken holidays on islands in the earthquake zone such as Cephalonia and we were 

lucky enough to visit St Lucia in the West Indies over a decade ago now. We spent a week 

in an old cocoa plantation house above Soufrière, whose very name means Sulphur Mine 

and which boasts the ‘world’s only drive-in volcano’ at Sulphur Springs.  

The tourist route takes you past the fumaroles and natural vats of porridge-like lava. With 

the old volcanic cones of the Pitons not far away, such igneous rocks and molten lava are 

reminders of the inhuman heat at the heart of the planet and the molten mantle around its 

core, as well as the fiery forces of the solar system with the sun at its centre. 

Without heat or light, life as we know it cannot exist and anyway I have never been one for 

climbing icy mountains or exploring the inhospitable poles. I have visited Winnipeg in 

Canada but only in the summer and, judging by what the Manitobans told me about winter 

there, I’m glad to live in a more temperate zone. As for burial or cremation, I have at 

frequent intervals opted for flames and scattered ashes but I am with Lord Chesterfield: ‘All 

I desire for my own burial is not to be buried alive’.   

A vicar once told me that, if he had not been a Christian, he would have been a sun-

worshipper and I can see how the fiery sun-god Helios came into being. Wilfred Owen 

spoke of ‘the kind old sun’ and even that poetic Eeyore Philip Larkin had his own free verse 

words of worship for ‘any-angled light’ and the welcome life-giving heat of the fire-ball sun 

in his poem ‘Solar’: 

Suspended lion face 

Spilling at the centre 

Of an unfurnished sky 

How still you stand, 

And how unaided 

Single stalkless flower 

You pour unrecompensed. 

 

‘Unfurnished’, ‘unaided’ and ‘unrecompensed’, it reminds me of Munch’s sun painting and 

Van Gogh’s hymns to light, fire and heat. In moderation, of course. We all know what 

happened to Icarus when he was failed by that which he was nourished by. 

Duncan Forbes  
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Ethiopia: angels on ceilings and bonfires at dawn 

The Orthodox Church of Ethiopia is one of the 

oldest in the world, a church that grew almost 

seamlessly from the long pre-Christian Jewish 

tradition, established after whatever really 

happened between Solomon and the Queen of 

Sheba. Its holy books and rituals and church 

buildings are unique in the true sense of the word, 

uninfluenced by Rome or Constantinople or by the 

later colonialization of every other part of Africa. Part of that difference is that although 

Ethiopian Christians celebrate Christmas and Easter as we do, for them the major festivals 

are Timkat – the Baptism of Christ – and Meskel – the Finding of the True Cross. 

In September 2017 I was in the Ethiopia for Meskel and was 

lucky enough to see some of the liturgies and celebrations in 

Lalibella, the “Ethiopian Jerusalem”. Processions of priests in 

vivid robes made our church vestments look drab, sheltered 

from the sun by even brighter silk umbrellas: lines of deacons 

in black and white holding instruments that could have come 

straight from the psalms swayed backwards and forwards, 

advancing and retreating towards each other and the unlit 

bonfire in the middle of a space floored with elaborate patterns of rushes, and thousands of 

pilgrims and worshippers in white shawls watched from every vantage point. The next 

morning we were back to see the bonfire lit and burning, and to make the sign of the cross 

in ash on each other’s foreheads before we left for Gondar, the 16th century capital with 

its castles and painted churches… then onward to cross Lake Tana, with more painted 

churches on islands and promontories, and finally to the Blue Nile Falls. 

I can’t begin to describe the otherness of Ethiopia – the high 

plateau landscape in the north, cut by deep gorges and river 

valleys: its history and traditions and living Christianity: its 

churches cut out of living rock before our great cathedrals 

were built: its remoteness: and the welcome that I’ve 

received on both my visits – the first time as a pilgrim in a 

McCabe group and the second leading one of their pilgrimages. 

There’s much for us to learn from an encounter with this 

different expression of the same faith. 

I had planned to take another group this year but it’s now 

been postponed to September 2020, which will enable us to be in Lalibella for Meskel. It 

would be wonderful to have people from my new home joining this pilgrimage (for those who 

don’t know, I’m a retired rector who moved to the area in February). 

Posters and programmes for the pilgrimage are in all the churches – if you would like to 

know more about Ethiopia or about the pilgrimage in particular, or any group would like 

me to come and talk and share some more pictures and impressions, please do get in touch 

– mebowden@btinternet.com 

Revd Mary Bowden   
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School Prayer Spaces 

At the beginning of the last week of term, as if by magic, a marquee appeared on Prestbury 

St Mary’s Federation’s school field. A venue for their “iSingPOP” concert at the end of the 

week. The Open the Book (OtB) team thought this would be a good opportunity to hold a 

large prayer-shaped event which all the children could access. During two days with 450 

children (aged 4-11), 15 helpers and 9 carefully planned activities the prayer event took 

place. 

I wandered over early on a beautiful Tuesday morning to find everything ready to go. There 

had been considerable work behind the scenes by Mrs Manns at school and the OtB team. 

All the activities had been resourced and assembled ready for the children. The plan was 

that each class would have their prayer-space time. This meant that small groups of 4 or 5 

children had 4 minutes for each activity. Helpers had to be on their toes. 

At the start of each session all the children in the class initially sat waiting expectantly 

outside on the grass as they were encouraged to blow bubbles and imagine themselves 

filling each bubble with a worry or sad thought they were carrying. They watched the 

bubbles blow away and pop - they were gone along with their worry. The stunning colours 

of the myriad of bubbles were beautiful. 

Next the children were put into groups to complete the round-robin of activities. As they 

ran into the tent we heard them giggle excitedly ‘this is fun’. 

In the Hope blossoms space the children took their ready folded hope-bud (actually a 

square post-it note with the corners folded into the middle firmly) and whispered or 

thought of a hope/wish/prayer. Then they placed it in the lily pond (a small paddling pool 

filled with water=God) and waited. It blossomed and opened as children and staff went 

‘Wow, cool, awesome, amazing, how?’ Some hopes were shared - I hope I can see my 

Granny again but she’s died, I hope I get a scooter for my birthday, I hope the sun shines all 

half-term. They were all very heartfelt. It was a moving experience. 

In the Burdens space there had been a flat labyrinth assembled. The children walked to the 

centre imagining their worries on their backs and then left them in the centre. They talked 

about worries they had for their pets or ill relatives, e.g. ‘My Grandma is not very well.’ 

In another space Significant people were prayed for through making pipe-cleaner figures. 

Children were asked to think of people who had woken up that morning feeling sad or 

poorly. The children prayed for Mummys who were tired - some with babies in their 

tummies, brothers, sisters and classmates. Some prayed for themselves or Grannies and 

Grandads already in heaven. When we asked God to help them one little girl looked 

around the tent and asked where God was. The figures hastily made were all colours, 

shapes and sizes just like we are. Looking at the ever increasing array of figures hanging on a 

long string we reflected that God’s love is big enough for all. 

In the Uniqueness space the message was: ‘we are all different but God loves each of us 

the same (no matter what we might have done).’ When asked if they would wish to live in a 

world where everyone looked exactly the same, no one did. The children were then asked 

to look closely at the ends of their fingers. They were fascinated by their fingerprint 

patterns. Many had heard of fingerprints but few seemed to know what they were. Some 

when asked promised not to become burglars. Every one of them was keen to ink their 
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fingers and make their mark as a coloured print on the school tree. Not just one finger as 

planned but all of them using all six colours. They always ran out of time. 

In the Feelings space children were invited to leave their marks as footprints in some 

sand. They were asked what made them feel happy. Replies were hugs, love, thank yous, 

chocolate, ice cream, respect, sharing, helping, inclusion, computer games, football and 

saying sorry. Things that made them sad were anger, bullying, hitting, biting, abuse, isolation, 

loss, waste, litter, plastic, meat diets and disease. They were asked to look back at their 

marks, do more of the happy things and find ways of dealing with sad things. They talked 

about how they could make our world happy. One girl remarked that we could leave a 

mark on people’s hearts another related to the ‘footprints in the sand’ poem. 

In the Calm space there was a cool chill-out tent with calming music and soft cushions to 

encourage reflection. Just about all the children achieved two or three minutes of absolute 

stillness. Often the bell seemed to ring too soon to mark the end of the session. There 

were comments that they felt calm and relaxed. Some children were surprised by the 

experience. All seemed to appreciate a quiet moment in their noisy lives - one or two 

would have liked to have stayed longer. 

In the Dough space the children used play-dough to make models of someone or 

something that they were thankful for. Most chose to model their parents or siblings. 

However several chose their computer. One was thankful for Jesus and several modelled 

Grandparents who had died. Animals were also popular: dogs, cats and hamsters plus a 

horse. It was a lovely experience as the children were really involved.  

Finally during Fun and laughter the whole class assembled at the end of the session to 

jump for joy on a crash mat. They were able to talk noisily to each other about what they 

had enjoyed.  

There was very positive feedback from school. Every teacher said how brilliant it was and 

how the children enjoyed their prayer session. Every year-group did follow up work when 

they returned to school as they wanted to talk more about their experiences and reflect on 

the activities. 

Father Nick commented that it had been a truly memorable two days which would live in 

the minds and memories of hundreds of local children.  

  

Thank you so much to Diane, David and Gill and the rest of the Open the Book team for 

organising and finding willing (but tired!) helpers and to Matt Fletcher and his staff and 

pupils for making us feel welcome. A great warm-up for iSingPOP! 

Article compiled by Ruth Rudge from comments from helpers 

 

 

The pictures on the next page, clockwise from the top, show: 

Bubbles;  Hope Blossoms;  Burdens;  Uniqueness  and Feelings  
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School Prayer Spaces 
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Withington Walk - 18 May 2019 

 

Thanks to Margaret Compton, eight eager walkers joined her on a most interesting route 

around the Withington countryside, passing through a garlic woodland glade and a 

profusion of wild flowers and birdsongs ending at “the Mill” for an enjoyable lunch. 

Well done once again, Margaret. 

Anne Padgett 

 

 

BOOK REVIEW 

The Interestings  by Meg Wolitzer 

I bought this book at the airport before a long flight. I thought it was a good and interesting 

story which I only finished once I was home. 

The basic story tells the unfolding fate of a group of friends from being teenagers to middle 

age and covers all the ups and downs of life. We start with an idiosyncratic cast of 

characters. Ethan, the ‘ugly’ one who has survived a bleak childhood; a beautiful brother and 

sister, children of New York wealth, one virtuous and the other something else; the gay 

damaged son of a successful folk singer; a mature, good looking, hard bitten dancer. Finally 

there is Julie or Jules, as she becomes known to her new friends, who is the ‘writer’ of the 

story. She begins with neither good looks nor talent but a gift for observing which becomes 

somewhat of a torment as the tale unfolds. 

The story is a comment on life and culture in a certain part of USA from the 1970s 

onwards. I had not read any of Meg Wolitzer’s books but I understand that some of the 

characters and themes may have appeared in a previous book of hers. I found it kept me 

entertained on the long flight, happy to keep reading its 450 pages. It is well written and, in 

that sense, easy to read but covers serious contemporary issues in a very digestible way.   

Nick Roach  
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Little Explorers Playgroup, Prestbury Update 

Hi! My name is Melody Davies and I have recently 

become Playgroup Manager at Little Explorers 

Playgroup. 

My background is in Primary School Teaching and I 

have roughly 20 years’ experience of being a 

classroom teacher. Much of this time has been as a 

Reception Teacher, so I am very familiar with what 

experiences children need to have had to help 

them prepare for starting school. I have also 

managed a Playgroup near Stroud which is very 

similar to Little Explorers. I am passionate about 

Playgroups and think they offer a brilliant 

transition between the comforting home 

environment and a more structured school one.  

I live in Charlton Kings and I am married to Kieron 

and we have two children. Our daughter is 9 years 

old and our little boy turned 2 at Easter, so I fully 

understand the joys and challenges of raising small 

children! I love reading, music and camping, 

especially if it is at a music festival. I also have a background in dancing and amateur 

dramatics, which is where I met my husband. We are members of Charlton Kings Baptist 

Church, where my husband and I have a joint role as Creative Pastors, finding ways to bring 

the creative arts into worship. I also co-run the creche on a Sunday morning, and was a 

Sunday School teacher for many years before that. 

I want to keep the friendly relaxed feel of Little Explorers. I believe in nurturing each child 

as an individual, allowing them freedom to learn in the way they do it best and also giving 

them boundaries that make them feel safe and secure. I have loved my first term at Little 

Explorers, and feel very fortunate to be part of the Prestbury Community! 

Please do contact either  

Melody Davies (Playgroup Manager) or  

Camilla Craven-Webb (Chair of Playgroup Committee)  

if you would like to make any enquiries about the playgroup;  

Little Explorers Playgroup, Prestbury Playing Field, New Barn Close, Prestbury 

GL52 3LP.  

Telephone 07729 313813, email littleexplorerspavilion@outlook.com 
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ADS C3 

 ADS C3 
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Marle Hill WI 

Unfortunately, William Reddaway’s projector decided to play-up and so he gave us a very 

verbally illustrated talk at our July meeting.  He was an excellent speaker and we did not 

feel the lack of pictures spoiled his presentation too much.  Having bought a horse, whom 

he named Strider, he set off in May 2013 on a 7 month tour of England, with the aim of 

visiting Cathedrals whilst covering all four corners of the country.  Starting off from 

Gloucester Cathedral he visited 30 other cathedrals, with many adventures and delays on 

the way, eventually arriving home in December.  Strider, unfortunately, developed blisters 

from the saddle and saddlebags and so William had to walk a lot of the way himself and had 

several long rest intervals.  Strider was not happy with the visit to Chester and was delayed 

by trams in Sheffield.  However, they were actually invited into Lincoln Cathedral, arrived in 

Exeter where they joined in the celebrations for the Festival of St Francis of Assissi, were 

heralded by trumpets in Wells and escorted across the bridge by mounted police in Bristol.  

Strider was invited inside Tewkesbury Abbey, and was blessed yet again.  After a journey of 

2,700 miles in 214 days (138 actually travelling) and giving 136 talks William has raised 

£80,000 for charity, and Strider is enjoying a happy retirement. 

Six members travelled to Bournemouth where they joined 5,000 other members for the 

National Annual Meeting.  The resolutions for a better bus service and the smear test were 

passed by 96% and 97% respectively.  One of the guest speakers was Maggie Philbin of TV 

fame.  She gave a very interesting talk about her career and the many programmes she has 

been involved in.  We enjoyed a meal at Gianni’s and tea at Annette’s.  We spent a day 

wrapping bottles in newspaper ready for our tombola stall at the Centenary Village Fair in 

Cirencester in July. 

Also in July we have arranged a visit to the Houses of Parliament, an evening at John Lewis, 

a meal at The Artisan restaurant, a talk on Queen Æthelflæd, bowls and croquet taster 

days, walks, book and craft club meetings and Wendy has a social afternoon at her house. 

We are inviting members from the other WIs to join us for our July meeting on Monday 

1st July.  The speaker is Joanne Lock who will be telling us about Medical Assistant Dogs 

and we shall be having a buffet.  As we do not have a formal meeting in August we have 

arranged a trip for members and friends to the SS Great Britain in Bristol.  We shall be 

back with a full programme in September.  Let us hope for some summer weather 

eventually! 

Sara Jefferies 
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Prestbury WI 

At our next meeting on Monday 8th July, Eugene and Margaret Schellenberg will be our 

guests to talk about The Ifakara Bakery Project, which they helped to set up in Tanzania in 

1989. 

 

 On May 30th our skittles team had their second game of the season against Bishops 

Cleeve WI, which continued our recent run of good form with a win by 15 pins.  

 May 31st saw the Hall transformed into a Mid Western Hoedown as we enjoyed a 

Line Dancing evening. It was a good turnout, most of us dressed in plaid, boots and 

cowboy hats – we even had two lady Sherrifs!  Some found it easier than others to 

follow the steps and the music but everyone had a great time and the All-American 

Hot Dogs half way through were most welcome. 

 June 8th was rather more sedate as we held an afternoon cream tea at the hall, which 

saw a great number of people brave the awful weather. A big thank you to those who 

helped on the day! 

 

  

 

 

Visitors are always welcome at WI meetings. They are held on the second Monday of each 

month at 7.15pm in the WI Hall on Prestbury Road. 

For further information on WI activities please contact Hilary Brick on 01242 517964. 

Hilary Brick 
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Keeping your Spark  

Day in and day out, most of us think nothing of helping and 

taking care of others. But what about taking care of ourselves? 

Often wrongly labelled as selfish, self care is now seen as an 

essential part of modern life. After all, no one can pour from 

an empty cup, and in order to keep our spark, we need to feed the fire. We’ve 

written a self care guide which can be used by adults and children alike, so why 

not have a read and take some time for yourself. 

Why is self care important? 

Self care is important as it enables you to put your mental and physical health first. By doing 

this, you make yourself a priority and not something or someone else, it may also allow you 

to gain control over how you feel.  

With a lack of self care, a person’s mental health can deteriorate and their stress levels can 

arise. Sometimes taking a bit of time out for self care can make a world of difference. 

Feeling content in your skin is all that matters. If you don’t look after yourself, you won’t 

have the capacity to give to others or support others even if you want to.  

Busting some self care myths: 

 Self care isn’t always quiet or done in a meditation room 

 Self care means different things to different people 

 Parents and carers need time for self care, too 

 Your self care needs can change over time 

Ways that you could self care: 

Whatever makes you feel better can be classed as self care, such as: Running, pampering, 

going to the cinema, socialising, keeping busy, spending time alone, cleaning, being around 

animals, baking, being on holiday, yoga, pilates and all exercise. Being in nature, going to the 

gym, reading a book, playing football, listening to or making music, going to gigs, cooking, 

keeping your personal space organised, keeping a journal, seeing family, catching up on sleep 

or bingeing on box sets could all be classed as self care. 

Some signs to look for it someone isn’t self caring 

 Someone who has a low mood, feels teary or anxious 

 Someone who is tired or forgetful or struggling to cope 

 A parent who never has any time for themselves 

 Someone who lacks motivation or determination, when previously they had plenty 

 Feeling under pressure or overwhelmed easily.  

The Children’s Society produces a number of resources to support children and 

young people, all of which can be found on our website. For the full online guide 

on self care, please go to https://www.childrenssociety.org.uk/advice-hub/self-care  

Roseann Thompson 
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Forthcoming Events 
 

Prestbury URC July Coffee Morning – Saturday 6th July from 

10.30 until Noon 

Our July coffee morning will take place on Saturday 6th July from 10.30 till Noon. There 

will be the usual raffle, books etc. and of course, the toasted teacakes! We would love to 

see you if you are able to join us. 

 

 

Gotherington Singers Concert - Saturday 13th  July  7.30pm 

St Nicolas Church 

Gotherington Singers next concert ‘Summertime’ is at St Nicolas at 7.30pm.   

Tickets £8 to include light refreshments (accompanied children under 12 free).  

Contact 01242 620775 for tickets and more information. 

www.gotheringtonsingers.co.uk 

 

 

 

Strawberry Fayre 

Saturday 20 July, 2.00pm, Moat House, Uckington GL51 9SP 

A lazy afternoon with strawberries & cream, scones and cakes - all set within the delightful 

grounds of Moat House. Add an assortment of entertainment, tractors & vintage cars and 

various stalls and you have the perfect opportunity to chill out and just relax.  

Admission £2 (adult) and £1 (children under 12 years). Refreshments/food extra. Bar.  

All proceeds to go to St Mary Magdalene Church. 

In case of query, contact Shelagh Holder (01242 680952) or Verina Morgan (01242 234480) 

 

 

Prestbury URC Coffee Morning – Saturday 3rd August from 
10.30 until Noon 

Our August coffee morning will take place on Saturday 3rd August from 10.30 till Noon. 

There will be the usual raffle, books etc. and of course, the toasted teacakes! You can be 

sure of a warm welcome, so please join us if you are able to do so. 
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July 2019 Diary 

Thu 4 1600 Wedding Rehearsal for Christopher Hulett 

and Suzanne Partridge St Mary 

Fri 5 1100-1700 Cheltenham Festival Concert All Saints 

SUN 7 1000 Celebrate! Summer BBQ  Infant School 

  1530 Baptism of Toby Waters St Mary 

Mon 8 1930 Gotherington Singers rehearsal St Nicolas 

Wed 10 1000 Blessing of Kathryn Dryburgh’s headstone St Lawrence 

Thu 11 1200 Internment of Ashes for the late Jack 

Dowen at  All Saints 

  1800-2200 Diocesan Synod St Nicolas 

Fri 12 1030 Berkhampstead Leavers' Service All Saints 

  1530 Wedding of Jamie Holtom and Jodie Newey St Mary 

Sat 13 1930 Gotherington Singers Concert St Nicolas 

Tue 16 1930 LMT Meeting St Nicolas Room 

Wed 17 1430 Welcome on Wednesday St Nicolas Room 

  1930 All Saints PCC John Wood Room 

Fri 19 1400 John Mead Art Group St Nicolas 

Sat 20 1200 Wedding of Christopher Hulett and 

Suzanne Partridge St Mary 

  1400-1700 Strawberry Fayre Moat House 

Sat 27 1400 Wedding of Ryan Hartley and Jasmine Singh St Mary 

SUN 28 1430 Baptism of Olivia Phelps with Blessing of 

parents' wedding St Lawrence 

  1500 Baptism of Alice Ellyatt-Cool All Saints 

Mon 29 1000-1200 Monday Club Uckington Village Hall 

Tue 30 1900 Celtic Communion service on Leckhampton 

Hill        (meet at St Mary) 

 

Regular Weekly Events   

Mondays 1000-1130 Urchins Toddler Group (in term time) URC, Deep Street 

Tuesdays 1030-1200 Coffee Drop In St Mary 

 1030-1200 Chatterbox St Lawrence 

Fridays 1000-1200 Prestbury Friday Circle  URC, Deep Street 

Saturdays 1030-1100 Team Surgery – drop in to arrange 

  Christenings and Weddings 

St Nicolas 
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July 2019 Calendar 

SUNDAY 7 3rd Sunday after Trinity 

SUNDAY 14 4th Sunday after Trinity 

SUNDAY 21 St Mary Magdalene 

SUNDAY 28 6th Sunday after Trinity 

   

 

 

 

 

 

From the Registers 

Prestbury 

Baptisms 

May 19 Harry Thomas Banwell 

  

Amelia Leila Cooke 

  

Reuben Drew Dimitri Woods 

  

Cameron Jacob Duncan Woods 

Weddings 

May 11 Daniel Johnson and  

Helena Norrgren 

 17 Matthew Parkinson and  

Phoebe Bolton 

Funeral at St Mary 

May 14 Lotte Rule 

Funeral at Crematorium 

 24 Gordon White 

Burials of ashes 

 2 Iris Elise Harding 

   Elmstone Hardwicke 

Funerals 

May 2 Leonard Francis Evans 

Burials of ashes 

May 21 Leonard Francis Evans 
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TIMES OF CHURCH SERVICES 

St Mary, Prestbury 
  Sunday 08.00 Said Eucharist 

   09.30 Celebrate! All-age worship  
   11.00 Sung Eucharist  
  1st Sunday 18.30 Evening Prayer held in Chapel at Capel Court 
  2nd Sunday 18.30 Benediction in St Mary 
  Other Sundays 18.30 Evening Prayer in St Mary 
  Monday 09.00 Morning Prayer (excluding Bank Holidays) 
  Wednesday  09.00 Morning Prayer 
   18.00 Eucharist  
  Thursday 10.30 Eucharist 
  Saturday 09.30 Eucharist 

St Nicolas, Prestbury 
  Sunday 09.30 Sung Eucharist 
  Tuesday  09.00 Morning Prayer 
   10.00 Said Eucharist 
All Saints 
  Sunday 08.00 Said Mass 
   10.30 Sung Mass 
   18.30 Choral Evensong 
  Last Sunday 18.30 Choral Evensong with Benediction 
  Thursday 09.00 Morning Prayer 
   11.15 Said Mass 

St Lawrence, Swindon Village 
  1st Sunday 10.30 Together @ Ten Thirty (all-age service) 
   18.30 Sung Holy Communion 
  2nd & 4th 09.15 BCP Holy Communion  
   18.30 Evensong 
  3rd Sunday 10.30 Together @ The Table (family communion) 
   18.30 Evensong 
  5th Sunday 09.15 Holy Communion  
   18.30 Songs of Praise  Next is on 29 December 2019 
   (alternates with St Mary Magdalene) 

St Mary Magdalene, Elmstone Hardwicke 
  1st,2nd,3rd & 4th 10.45 Holy Communion 
  5th Sunday either

 10.45 Holy Communion 
   or 18.30 Songs of Praise  Next is on 29 September 2019  
    (alternates with St Lawrence.  On the Sundays we 

    host Songs of Praise, there is no Morning Service)   
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ADS G1 

 ADS G1 
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Heroes of the Burning Fiery Furnace 

HADRACH, MESHACH, AND ABED-NEGO answered the king, “O 

Nebuchadnezzar, we have no need to answer you in this matter. If it be so, our God 

whom we serve is able to deliver us from the burning fiery furnace and he will deliver 

us out of your hand, O king. But if not, be it known to you, O king, that we will not serve 

your gods or worship the golden image which you have set up.”          Daniel 3.17-18  RSV 
 

Here is a story that benefits from being read aloud. If you are alone, be brave and relish the 

sound of every word; even better, if you have a child in the house try it on them.  It 

happens during the exile of the Jewish people in Babylon, under the despotic rule of King 

Nebuchadnezzar.  Shadrach, Meshach, and Abed-nego were companions of Daniel, a group 

of young men from the Jewish nobility who were picked out for special treatment because 

of their potential, and taken into the Babylonian court. There they were groomed and 

educated so that they could ultimately take a place in the service of Nebuchadnezzar; they 

were taught the language and even given Babylonian names.  The young men were good 

pupils; Daniel was to become especially well known for his skill in interpreting dreams, and 

the other three also excelled at their studies. When the king spoke with them at the end of 

three years “in every matter of wisdom and understanding which the king enquired of 

them, he found them ten times better than all the magicians and enchanters.” 

For a while Shadrach, Meshach and Abed-nego were able to enjoy the benefits of their 

position at court without compromising their faith. They were careful to observe the 

dietary laws of Judaism, and avoided the risk of eating forbidden foods by turning 

vegetarian. Inevitably though, there came a moment of confrontation. The megalomaniac 

king had commissioned a gigantic golden image, and arranged an equally lavish dedication 

ceremony during which all present would prostrate themselves before the idol; anyone 

foolish enough to refuse to worship the idol faced a horrible death in the king’s giant 

furnace. 

At this moment of testing, the three young men show themselves the perfect example of 

faith. Dignified and even courteous, they state their position without fear or arrogance; 

they have total trust in God the all-powerful, but He is not to be put to the test, they will 

not worship the golden image whatever the outcome.  And they are gloriously vindicated; 

although they fall bound into the burning fiery furnace they are not harmed.  “The hair of 

their heads was not singed, their mantles were not harmed, and no smell of fire had come 

upon them.” Nebuchadnezzar gives them higher positions in court, and issues a decree 

protecting their religion.  

This story has been popular with generations of children both Jewish and Christian, and 

deservedly so. No comic book hero faces more extreme danger or triumphs so completely.  

Along with the drama, the more thoughtful listener or reader may absorb the ideal it 

displays of living in an alien society, not as rebels or troublemakers, but without 

compromising deeply held beliefs. 

Beryl Elliott 

The complete story of the burning fiery furnace occupies the whole of Daniel chapter 3; 

Chapter 1 tells how the young men were selected and trained.  

S 



 

 

Parish Directory continued 

 St Mary’s C of E (VA) Schools 

Executive Head Teacher : Mr Matt Fletcher 
Junior School:  244387 

Infant School:  244054 

Hall Letting 
Prestbury Hall, Bouncers Lane 239590 

prestbury.hall@prestbury.net 

St Nicolas Hall, Swindon Lane 244373 
stnicolas.hall@prestbury.net 

Parish Giving Scheme 
Church House, College Green, 

Gloucester  GL1 2LY 01452 835595 
giving@glosdioc.org.uk 

Planned Giving & Stewardship 
Parish Giving Scheme and Gift Aid 

Gill Wood 515941 
gill.wood@prestbury.net 

 
 

 

Prestbury Parish Magazine is published on the last Sunday of the month. 

The deadline for copy is the Sunday 2 weeks before this. 

Copy may be sent in a clearly marked envelope to ‘Prestbury Parish Magazine’ 

2 Honeysuckle Close, Prestbury, Cheltenham, GL52 5LN 

or by email to magazine@prestbury.net 
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 Future Theme:  August: Clouds 
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